ITHACA® ULTRA Seating

The optional, plush molded
foam headrest attachment
adjusts for personalized
comfort.

Pivoting T-arms allow you to adjust
the angle of the armrests a full 360°,
in addition to the horizontal and vertical
adjustment, guaranteeing a perfect fit.

Vertical and horizontally adjustable
T-arms provide comfortable, ergonomic
support without intruding into your
seating area.

Ithaca Ultra High-Back
Since its introduction, the
Ithaca Seating Line has been
providing the comfort and
adjustability of premium seating
without the premium price tag.
The Ithaca Ultra gives this
tradition a modern twist by
adding a mesh back to the
upholstered seat. Not only does
this mesh give the chair a new
look, it adds a new dimension
in comfort—the unsurpassed
breathability and support of a
material that conforms perfectly
to your body.

In the true spirit of a hybrid,
the Ithaca Ultra High-Back has
retained many of the features
that made the original a hit,
including the molded foam seat
that provides all day support
without fatigue. The seat height
and depth controls continue to
put an executive ergonomic
experience within easy reach.
For executive luxury, the fluid
movement of the synchrotilt
mechanism is unchanged as
well.

For the classic task chair look and feel,
fixed loop arms of urethane can be
specified.

The adjustable loop arm adds the
customizable comfort of height and
width adjustability to the classic look.

ITHACA® ULTRA Seating

The back height of the task chair
can easily be adjusted from a seated
position by sliding it along its track.

Sled

Changes in seat depth are made
possible by a lever conveniently
located beneath the seat.

Mid-Back
Stool

Ithaca Ultra Mid-Back/Stool

Because even an incredibly
innovative design doesn’t fit all,
the Ithaca Ultra is available in
multiple configurations. The
Mid-Back task chair has the full
range of seat adjustments and
arm options of the high-back. It
even goes one better by adding
a feature-back height adjustability.

The Ithaca Ultra stool features
the same seat height adjustability
and synchronous mechanism as
the task chairs. The addition of
an oversized 5-star base and
adjustable steel foot ring

provide increased stability
and security at the stool height.

The Ithaca Ultra guest chair
may rely upon its sturdy, steel
sled base and subtle curves to
attract attention, but that doesn't
mean it is short on thoughtful
features. The mesh back is
height-adjustable, and the
non-marring poly glides provide
stability on a variety of floor
surfaces. Even at its most basic,
Ithaca Ultra is the smart choice
in innovative design.

Locking the back and seat in any of
several angles is as easy as pushing in
the locking lever. To free-float, just
pull it out.

A tilt tension knob means that every
user can adjust the chair to respond
to their reclining cues.
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